Stem Cell Support
Your Future is Now

Stem cells occur naturally in the body and serve to replenish cells that are lost through normal wear and tear or injury.* As we age, our body's ability to self-repair and maintain optimum health decreases due to a reduction in the number of circulating stem cells associated with the normal aging process. Increasing the number of circulating stem cells is believed to support the body's process of self-repair and self-renewal.*

StemEnhance® Ultra assists the body's inherent ability for long-term self-renewal by supporting the body's natural release of bone marrow stem cells.*

Live an extraordinary life with StemEnhance Ultra

• Supports the body's natural release of stem cells*
• Supports healthy tissue renewal and maintenance*
• Supports the body's natural ability to self-heal*

Pay It Forward
True happiness comes with balance and abundance in all areas of life. The Cerule® family believes the most honorable gift is to pay good fortune forward by sharing knowledge, practicing kindness, and providing endless support in this global journey called life.

Five Pillars for an Extraordinary Life

Healthy Body
Healthy Mind
Healthy Finances
Healthy Relationships
Healthy Communities

Join us for an Extraordinary Life

cerule
Cerule, LLC.
735 Commercial Street
Klamath Falls, OR 97601 USA
www.cerule.com

Independently distributed by:
Be Better than your best. Be Extraordinary.

What is StemEnhance® Ultra?
StemEnhance Ultra concentrates and combines extracts from nature’s most primitive superfoods, freshwater microalgae and marine macroalgae, providing the body with the ultimate in stem cell support.

StemEnhance Ultra is backed by years of identifying, refining, and extracting compounds using proprietary and patented technologies.

The blending of StemEnhance with Fucoidan offers a unique synergy that is further enhanced by Mesenkine™ – a unique extract from Spirulina isolated through our patented extraction process. Mesenkine supports the migration and homing of stem cells by balancing key messengers involved in stem cell function.

StemEnhance Ultra is the result of 16 years of research and constitutes the most efficacious and scientifically proven stem cell support product in the market today.

Proven Clinical Studies
Through multiple clinical trials, StemEnhance® Ultra was documented to optimize stem cell function in the body by increasing the number of both stem cells and Endothelial Progenitor Cells (EPCs) in the blood circulation, supporting optimum renewal and repair of tissues and organs.

Synergistic Perfection
Cerule® formulates its products guided by the principle that good health is a sound balance between body, mind, and spirit. This synergy is essential for anyone to realize their full potential.

Triple Synergy of our Signature products:

StemEnhance, ULTRA
StemEnhance Ultra supports the natural release of stem cells.*

Plasmaflo
Plasmaflo supports optimal blood flow and capillary health for unobstructed delivery of oxygen, nutrients and stem cells.*

Cyactiv
Cyactiv balances systemic inflammatory enzyme activity and supports the ability of stem cells to find and rejuvenate tissues in need of renewal.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Learn more at www.cerule.com